Greeter Interaction should be...

- **Short** This is especially important during periods of heavy traffic. Keep the interaction under two minutes per participant. Pick one talking point (below) to highlight in your spiel.
- **Simple** While we welcome questions, comments, and concerns from our community, encourage participants to bring those to our Choose Your Own Adventure space, or find a team lead.
- **Sweet** We’re all about making everyone’s experiences more fun through consensual interaction, not wagging fingers and playing Consent Police. Yes means yes!
- **Consensual, of course!** All participants will be offered the chance to receive a gift from our consent volunteers, but they are under no pressure to do so.

Once a participant has chosen to be greeted by 11th Principle volunteers, they will get a crash course in the consent process: Communication, Negotiation, Participation!

**Communicate!** Introduce yourself and the 11th Principle. Example: “Welcome home! I’m Sparkle, I’m volunteering with the 11th Principle. We promote consensual interaction here. Would you like to choose a welcome gift?”

**Negotiate!** Ask any additional questions as needed based on the gift they chose. “I see you’ve chosen the consent stamp. Where would you like to be stamped? Do you have an allergy to soy-based ink?”

**Participate!** Give your gift while choosing a talking point about how to keep this type of interaction consensual.

**Talking Point Ideas:**

- **The Hug Card** (touchy):
  - I’m hugging you today, but I will not come surprise you with a hug tomorrow. “Surprise contact” isn’t always wanted, even if it’s affectionate.
  - I’m wearing this fabulous (kilt, skirt, nothing at all), but that doesn’t give anyone permission to come touch me without asking.

- **The Spanking** (kinky):
  - Consent for one thing isn’t consent for another. If you say I can spank you, that doesn’t give me permission to grope you.
  - How hard would you like to be spanked? Can I use our paddle or would you prefer my hand?
  - Consent has time limits. I’m spanking you today, but I shouldn’t spank you later without your permission.

- **The Condom or Dam** (sexy):
  - Sex means different things to different people. Asking your partner what they want, specifically, lets you know you have their consent.
  - Consent can be revoked once it’s been given.
  - Use this condom/dam wisely, but be mindful of how intoxicating substances can impair your ability to consent.

- **The Stamp** (gifty):
  - Gifts are one of the best parts of a burn! Please disclose what’s in your gifts. Some people have food sensitivities and allergies.
  - If there’s more than one intoxicating substance in your gift, disclose all of them! Don’t gift unwanted experiences.
  - You are never required to give a gift to someone. If you’re feeding your camp and a random stranger comes up, you are well within your right to tell them to piss off.

- **The Selfie** (Selfie):
  - Be mindful of the red “NO PHOTOGRAPHY” wristbands. If someone shows up in the background wearing a wristband, you can blur them out.
  - Someone’s consent to take their picture isn’t consent to post it on your blog. Ask for this very specific permission.